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Origin and scope of the Conference

This Conference was called in accordance with ECA resolution 17(ll)-

Under that resolution the Executive Secretary v/as requested "to take the proper

stops' at1 .-the earliest possible opportunity to consult with colleges,

universities, research institutions and other appropriate organizations in

Africa regarding arrangements for the training of African staff in the field

of economic development". The resolution referred specifically to the need

in Africa for an increasing number of economists, statisticians, public .*

administrators, managers of industries and,other professional, technical and

skilled personnel at all levels. ,;.It further made reference to the facilities

and resources, available under the United Nations Technical Assistance,

Programme and the Special Fun4 for the establishment, expansion and

of training institutions. '

Conference wag held at Khartoum from 20 to 22 December 196Q» "the

University of Khartoum acting as the host institution. Informal discussions

tQOjs- place on 19 and 25 December. ;Those attending were the heads or

designated representatives of the following universities or university

colleges^ 't University of Khartoum; University College of Rhodesia and

NyaaalandU University, of Dakar; University College, Ibadan; University of

Liberia, Ifonrovia; Univqrsity College of Ghana, Accra; Fourah Bay College,

Freetown. 5jhe following universities and- univ,ersi"tjy polleges had accepted

the invitation to the Conference but were unable to attend for the reasons

stated below: University College of East Africa, Kampala; Lovanium University,

Leopoldville; Institut des Hautos Etudes, Madagascar; Universii^y <*f- Rabatf

Instjtut d^s Hautes Etudes, Tunisia;^University 6ollege/;pf Addis Ababa; ■

University of Cairo. Members of the Secretariats of UNESCO, ECA, and United

Nations Headquarters also participated, . '

(l) A full list'of participants will bo found in Annex 1.
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Owing to unforeseen circumstances affecting the ECA Secretariat and a

number of the participants, it was at one point uncertain whether this

Conference would in fact "bo held; as a result, participation was not as

fully representative as had "been hoped. The Secretariat effers its

apologies to those heads of universities or their representatives who were

inconvenienced "by this uncertainty and therefore failed, to participate.

The Commission may wish to consider whether a second conference should ."be

convened for those participants unable to attend that held at Khartoum*

In doing so, however, the Commission may wish to note the intention

to create a continuing organ for further consultation and joint action by

the heads of universities. Those universities whioh did not participate in

;'-the Khartoum meeting will naturally be fully represented in this continuing

argan. Moreover, the Secretariat has sent copies of this preliminary report

to those v/ho-were unable to participate and hopes to receive their comments

and views on the matters dealt with herein.

This repftft is preliminary in two senses. It is so, firstly, because of

the limited participation* While there is no reasan to believe that the view*

expressed at the Khartoum meeting and the recommendations based on it do riot

prdperly reflect the general problems and opinions »f heads of African

universities and university colleges, this report'can be considered final

only when those who were unable to participate have also had an opportunity

to express their opinions. Secondly, owing to the time relation of the

Conference to the Commission's third session, the report could not be

submitted to the participants for final approval. Hence it is issued «n the

sole responsibility of the Executive Secretary-, Copies have »f course been

sent to the participants, whose comments will be taken into account befwr'e

the report is treated as final. . No formal repurt or resolutions were

adopted at the Khartoum meeting, - !

Organization of the Conference : ::;.... " ., .". :.

The Vice-Chancellor of Khartoum' University * the- £rihcip&r if the -

University College of Rftodesia and Nyasaland, and the President of the

University of Liberia were elected Chairmen for the four formal sessions

held by the Conference.
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The Conference adopted the following agenda:

1* Statement by .the Executive Secretary. . ■ ■■■_ ;: :

2. African universities and the training of staff for the economic
'development of Africa:

(a) Examination of the existing programmes and facilities fer
such training;

(b) Possible improvement and expansion of such programmes end
facilities;

(c) Advisability and possibility of. establishing new special
facilities and programmes to-%his end'. ' '

Eaoh 'of,the above sub-ii^ffis- ta bo discussed from the standpoint
of: -

ii

iii

.iv

v

Levels^ of training;

Selection of students;

Curriculum and research;

Teaching and research staffj

Administration and finance.

3. How can UET and UHESCO assist :the African universities in the training
of staff for the economic development of Africa in co-operation with:

(a) International and regional governmental and non-governmental
organizations? '

(b) Foreign national governmental arfo^nbn-governmental agencies?

In his opening statement the Executive Secretary explained the terms of

reference of the Conference and emphasized its threat iaportance for tho

Commission and £or- the development of African countries. He outlined the

possibilities of technical assistance from the United Nations" and, in"that

connexion, transmitted a message to the Conference from the Managing Director

of the UN Special Fund, Mr- Paul ifoffman, describing assistance given by that

Fund fw professional education and training in Africa and various projects

now under consideration by its Governing Council. The Executive Secretary

also referred to possible help to universities from ECA, in the*f-*:rm of research

and advisory^ork, to increase the number of° trained economists, statisticians,

administrators and managers of industries and other professional, technical

and skilled personnel. He also mentioned possible assistance'from foundations

and reciprocal aid between African universities. He concluded by thanking

participants on behalf of the Commission for their attendance.
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The participants made oral statements on the existing programmes and

facilities in their respective institutions and their immediate problems and

plans.* -They also presented bitten statements. The general discussion

served to brin^ out points meriting more detailed consideration. Problems

whiclf proved of more or less common concern to those present, and which were

accordingly taken up. in iqpr^ detail by. the Conference, were as follows:

(1) Recruitment and staffing, including aspects of teaching load;

(2) Surveys and ^projections 'of requirements .in skilled' and trained

personnel; .'"

(3) draining of graduates . and university staff; ' ";

(4) Contribution of universities to ift-oervice training, including

pre-scrvice training; ■■.'•'"'■. :■■" '

(5) Competition and co-operation between universities and governments;

(6) Arrangement of ..conferences and short training courses;

p. (7). Teacher training; ':

(8) Syllabuses and educational equipment;

(9) Regional specialization among African.universities;

(10) Libraries, text-books and equipment; ' : !

(11) Language barriers.

"' ■■JPhe Conference covered .all of tHe above itoma,some more fully than-

others1;' and' this report lists its conclusions en each'in the same wder.

Continuing contacts

The general discussion revealed a universal shortage of teaching staff

and research facilities, a feeling that too little, research.v/as done' in . • ,

Africa on problems relating to African economic, and social development, and

the prospect of a rapidly increasing demand for university education of all

kinds. Participants felt that univcrsities^were failing %o take full advantage

of the technical assistance afforded by international organizations and

other help available owing to ignorance of existing facilities and, ■ ...
r .- ■ - ■ ■ ■ ' . ■ * ......

sometimes also, to lack of contacts with governments.
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Apart from specific items discussed and suggestions made, participants

were keenly aware of the value of such contacts far discussion of and, wnere

appropriate, the development of a joint approach to common problems. The

Conference therefore decided that more permanent machinery should be initiated

to enable the heads of African universities or of specific university

departments to keep in touch rath each other and to meet periodically. Hie

precise scope and working methods of this ncuiiaison organ wwild require

further study and consultation. The University of Khartoum agreed.to

centralize the activities of a v/orking group to that end, while UMESCO-and

ECA offered their full co-operation. ■ '

' The Conference took note of the plans for a.Conference on Hi^or ..,.. .

Education in Tropical Africa te be held under the auspices of UHESCO in .the

summer of 1962. (These plans are described in Annex 2 »f this.report).. t _

Specific pr»blems discussed

(l) Recruitment and staffing, including aspects of teaching l»ad

The groat shortage of staff primarily reflected in an excessive teaching

l»ad, which ntay have the effect of: ■ ^

(a) lowering teaching standards and reducing the attention given t« !

' ■ each student; or '

(b) depriving teachers of adequate study leave or enough tim6 to acquaint

themselves with1progress in"their ovm particular field; or

(c) preventing0 staff from undertaking research, thus hampering that

desirable combination of research snd coaching which is a :*

prerequisite for all good teaching, particularly at the more ' ■'

■"■'-' - . advanced level, and also hinder-ing univorsity teachers in the type

: »f research v/hich v^ould be of' value to governments as a foundation

* for the analysis and dnf©rmation essential to g*od development

pr»gr.amjning« . ■ .

It was stated that, in recruiting Srtaff abroad, African universities often

find it so difficult to. evaluate^ the standards of institutions &n& candidates

that they are unable t« spread the recruiting net.vri.de enough. Thus there might

be excellent university teachers of economics in such countries as Swoden and

Holland v/ho v.ould. come to African universities but cannot be reached as things

are. The excessive c«st of advertising individual posts widely, particularly

for .universities hard pressed for finance, uas also mentioned as wtrking in

the same direction. Another similar difficulty mentioned was that the number
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of copies of individual applications to "be lodged "by potential candidates

abroad for teaching posts in Africa. A suggested solution to this problem
• \

was a centralized clearing-house system, based on collective advertising

and scrutiny of candidates, ;to advise on the status, of universities abread

and qualifications of candidates for posts. The widening of the area of

reqruitment. was stated to be particularly desirable as more and more countries

become independent and wish to broaden their contacts with the outside world.

It was also pointed out that services of the type required could be obtained

by the Inter-University Council, which publishes .the "International Handbook

of Universities". Reference was made to the UNESCO publications: "Study

Abroad"!'a*rid "Teaching Abroad". There are also more specialized sources cf

information, such as the "Handbook of AmericAi Universities and Colleges"

and.the "Commonwealth Universities Yearbook"; but all these services might

be further expanded.

Attention was drawn to the connexion botvreen the shortage of teaching

staff and the possibility of regional specialization in many universities*

The«inter-disciplinary character of the true university must be maintained;

but, n.a some of the smaller of the new countries may be unable to do so on a

really-broad basis in view of the shortage of qualified teachers, some -

concentration of and specialization among universities may be desirable.

Questions arising under this, heading were felt to be a particularly

suitable province for the proposed new liaison body, which should serve

African universities classified, primarily by language and geographical

situation rather than by type (i.e. general bias towards the British, French,

American''or other system). It was pointed out that' the type of university

that wouil evolve £n the newly ii.&ependenst countries was not easy to

determine, and that these countries might wish to change or confcine

university patterns nr develop new ones of their own. The new body

suggested to deal with these and other matters should actively consider

this problem on its own initiative, rather than awai^; requests for

specific action from individual institutions. It v/as regarded as essential

that the new body be of recognized academic status and enjoy the full backing

of the universities. The suggestion was tabled that VlESCO might make

a preliminary study of the problems involved and the possibilities of joint

university action in this field.
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In order to case the heavy teaching load and to free local teachers

for study and research, a target was suggested of fifteen additional

economists with teaching experience to be o.ttaohed rfbo the staff of ECA and

lent for three-year periods to universities. It was emphasized "that this

would also, "be a valuable investment for ECA, "because these economists would

return to the Commission with a good knowledge of the countries in which

they had. taught and served. It was pointed out that initially an experimental

scheme could be introduced rath a smaller number of economists seconded from

the ECA pool to African universities for less than the three-year period, and

also that secondments might perhaps be reciprocr.l.

The suggestion was also made that rath the help of ECA teachers summer

courses for advanced students might be held at selected African, universities.

Another suggestion was that advanced students should be offered summer

work with ECA itself. Another possibility mentioned was the organization of

refresher courses under joint ECA/UHBSCO auspices in which the first stage might

be training in applied economics and the second transfer to ECA for practical work.

It was also stated that ECA might help in procuring temporary replacements

for university teachers sent abroad on a year's study leave.

Some participants thought students might be'best occupied during their

long vacations either in working outside their studies or in reading find " •

continuing their studies. But the majority view was that lor^g vacations should

be utilized for intensified training-and that, in'the absence of"library and

research facilities and considering the poor living conditions of many students,

regional study centres organized with the assistance of ECA would be of great
value. ......

(2) Surveys and projections of requirements in skilled and trained personnel

The Conference was informed of surveys of this kind carried out,,in ..

Nigeria (The Harbison Report)^ ' and other initiated in Rhodesia (preliminary
study by Professor E.A.G. Robinson) and the Sudan (an ICA study). It felt

that they were both feasible and desirable in all African countries, althou^i

agreeing that they should be subject to regular review and are bound"to *

become less accurate the more detailed they aro. The Conference took note of

the assistance ECA, TIN and TOffiSCO could provide in making such surveys ty

helping to project economic trends., undertaking general, economic surveys,

studying the methodology of projection, and providing studies like those, made

for TOESCO by ^rofessor Brand of the University of layden on resources and

^vestment in Education. Report of the Commission on Post-School Certificate
and Higher Education in Nigeria, London, i960.
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requirements in technical personnel in Asia, and throu^i meetings like the

UNSSCO/eCLA I96I Conference on educational planning aa part of economic

development planning in Latin America. The Conference also took note of the

three further inquiries on the lines of the Brand Report to lie prepared "by

UNESCO for African countries in 1961-62, (Cameroun, Liberia and Somalia).

■ The Conference realized that such surveys &* not absolve governments

from taking major decisions on educational policy. Priorities will still-

have to "be allocated to the different types and levels of skills required.

Moreover, there remains the question of the choice betvreen the slow (but safe)

method of working from the ground up, broadening the educational "basis and

gradually achieving a larger number of graduates, and the quick method of

giving rapid and intensified training to those already educated while

adapting training standards to,produce the types of proficiency and knowledge

required* ■ "

The Conference was informed that the use and the methodology of

manpower surveys are under study by the international organizations in 0

connexion with a report on training to be presented to theEconomic and

Social Council in the summer of I96I. Attention was drawn to this

''forthcoming report as one of.interest to the participants.

. (3) Training »f graduate^ and university staff

The Confcronce recognized this question as closely linked with others,

such as the questions of the standards to be maintained and the curricula tm

be offered, competition between government and universities for trained

people of university teaching, refresher courses for teachers and

communication of new teaching techniques (in both of which" UHESGOand EGA-

could be_helpful), and also the teaching load, which at present prevents

young-university teachers from taking advantage of the training facilities

•fferod. • ■ "" ■ *'

In connexion vath refresher courses for university'staff and graduates,

attention was drawn t« the course for French-speaking economists organized by
' ■ ■ * ■ f*

UHESCO in Rabat (19 November i960 - 3 January 1961), v/hich was also to be

attended by people dealing with practical economic development problems

(officials of planning bureaus, statisticians, etc.). A second, course will

be held in 1962 for English-speaking economists, with the co-operation of the
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International Economic Association. Similar refresher courses might be

arranged in the future, perhaps on v. national basis with the co-operation

of UNESCO and ECA.

One important aspect of staff training, to which the Conferences

devoted much attention, is the provision of specialized post-graduate

training. It was felt that such training could with advantage "be given

inside Africa, to complement facilitie* provided abroad. Among Subjects

germane to the terms of reference of the Conference, the following were

mentioned as particularly well adapted to centralized or regional

training facilities:

National Inoome Accounting

Statistics

Demography

Economic Development

Agricultural Economics and Rural Economy.

The Conference felt, however, that the above list should be considered as

illustrative rather than restrictive or exhaustive.

The desirability was stressed of, wherever prssible, strengthening

existing institutions rather than creating nevr ones. This was also the

objeotivo laid down in ECA resolution 17 (il). The Conference realized,

however, that now univorsities will grow up in African countries and these

too will require assistance of all kinds. The fact was welcomed that some

of the training centres set up by the United Nations and other international

organizations are incorporated in or closely linked with existing universities.

It was felt that places at internationally supported training

institutions should normally be open to future university teachers, as well

as.to government officials. This was another aspect of the problem of

competition between governments and universities. Univorsities were thought

to ;be often at a disadvantage for lack of knowledge of available training

facilities. It was suggested that the supply of information to univorsities,

both direct from international organizations and from their own governments,

should, be improved. The establishment of national United Nations Associations

and National Commissions for UNESCO in African countries might bo helpful in

this connexion. ■' '
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It was further suggested that ECA or UNESCO might prepare studies on the

most suitable locations for such concentrated or regional post-graduate

training centres, including those for future university teachers of particular

subjects.

In connexion with the training of graduates, it was pointed out that the

external examiner system had proved useful as a link rath countries abroad

where post-graduate training could be provided and whence university staff could

be recruited. In connexion with agricultural economics and professional,

training generally, the need was stressed for graduates and university teachers

to have experience and contacts outside their universities and it was agreed

that in some fields job training for students should be considered an important

part of their courses•

Concerning the maintenance of standards, the poor educational background

of students was mentioned as a problem in some universities. Differences in

standards of secondary education seem largely responsible for difference in

standards at the University level. The reverse problem of African students

obtaining, inferior degrees abroad with undeserved prestige value was also

mentioned. A number of universities feel that the maintenance of standards

and the provision of a true university education requires a residential system

and a certain level of campus facilities, and some universities not at present

residential seem to wish to change to a residential system, if facilities

and finance can,be provided. The maintenance of standards is, however,

bought with a limitation of numbers, and this creates serious conflicts

in educational policy.

The Conference was.informed by Professor Bowles (Columbia University)

of a study on admission standards being carried out under the auspices of

UNESCO and the International Association of Universities, with the backing

of the Carnegie Corporation. This study deals with the numbers eligible for

secondary^ education, the university entrance system, teacher training methods

.and the proportion of students successfully completing their* courses. More

derailed studies of this type will be made of the following African countries:

Ghana, Mali, the Union of South Africa and the United Arab Republic, The

Conference agreed that they would be most valuable, the problems involved

being basic to African universities.
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A special problem facing universities, both in placing their graduates

and in .recruiting staff, is.:, that of standing ;md accreditation. Many African

universities- have, direct links with British' or French'universities and,

therefore, automatically maintain the-same standards. The questions' arising

in such cases are: (a) vrhether enough students of the required standards are

provided "by the primary and secondary schools, and (b) whether preparation

for British or French degrees does not impose on African universities

curricula ill-radapted to African problems or to the specific role of

universities in Africa. 3?ho latter problem was not considered acute, since

there is no incompatibility between curriculum adjustments and affiliation

with universities-abroad or observance of their standards in African

universities.

In. view of differences in standards,_ staff organization and curriculun

policy, exchange of students, as well as of faculty members, and possibly also

the establishment of contract relations betvreen African universities might

help to reconcile present divergencies of policy. This was also regarded as

a matter, ^n which. UH3SCO or ECA might be of assistance.

The;.suggestion-toss »made that international organizations might assist

African universities' to obtain recognition abroad and to assess the value' "

of qualifications acquired abroad by providing a world-vride grading of '"lJ

universities and degrees.. But this was'thdughtout" to be a very difficult

task. On the other hand, international organizations might try to provide

information about standards- and conditions' in African universities for

universities or potential employers abroad and reciprocal information about

standards abroad to African institutions se-eking to recruit non-African staff.

It was.pointed out that the International Association of Universities already

has tjie. machinery for this purpose, and that governments can, and should,

conclude cultural agreements on equivalence of degrees-like the conventions

on European degrees initiated by the Council of Europe.

The Conference agreed that common standards and common syllabuses were

specially important in basic training, and that common requirements at. that,

level should be laid down for Africa or oven for the whole world. Advanced

practical teaching and training, on the other hand, should be adapted to local

conditions. For the establishment of common standards, it vras considered
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desirable that African professional organizations and teachers should-, be

more closely associated with international organizations, such as those

established with UNESCO assistance in economics, sociology, political

science, lav;, etc. The formation of national committees or branches -pf

various international professional associations in African countries should

be promoted. In the case of economics, for instance, reference was made ■

to the meeting of the International Economic Association, in July 1961 at -.,■>■■

Addis Ababa as an opportunity forAfrican teachers and research economists

to discuss their common problems with each other and with senior colleagues

from other parts of the world. It was felt that in the specific areas of

economics and statistics ECA could help to provide reciprocal information '

about standards in Africa and abroad.

(4) Contribution of universities to in-service training, including pre-aervice
' training ".

The participants described their institutions' facilities and arrangements

for part-time courses," in-service training r.nd adult education '(extra-mural

studies) in general, whether given at the universities.. themselves or.in

associated or affiliated institutes. In the latter «pnnoxion,it was

suggested that any such establishment as a UN-supported institute of public •

administration should be closely linked with the universities.' The general

feeling of the Conference was that accelerated training and in-service

training courses arclSo important for African economic development that ,the ;

universities must do their utmost to promote them. Moreover, quite apart

from the utilitarian aspect, it was felt that the demand for education in

Africa is such that the universities are morally bound to respond to it and

•that University facilities and staff are vital to in-service training and

adult education, even where these are organized by separate institutes er

orgsniz'ations. ' .

The UNESCO, ECA and UN representatives all expressed their organizations'

interest-in accelerated training of personnel to deal with economic.development

problems. The Conference was informed that ECA had made arrangements whereby

ECE and SCAFE will accept African'students for in-service training at their.

respective headquarters. Attention was again drawn to the forthcoming report
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on .training and accelerated training from the US Administrative Committee

on Co-ordination (ACC) to the next summer session of the Economic and Social

Council♦ Reference was also made to the help EGA was proposing to Give in

the training of middle-grade statisticians. The UMESCO programme for

1961-62 requests the Secretariat U study the most urgent problems arising

in tropical Africa with regard to the training of personnel - and especially

of middle-grade officials with more or less specialized technical qualifications

to undertake administrative duties'roxating to economic and social development,

in both the public and private sectors. The studies involved will be collated

in 1962 by a meeting of experts including university personnel, administrators

and users of public and private services, which will consider inter alia

the possibility of setting up an appropriate rapid social science training

system for tropical Africa to bo financed from outside sources.

(5) Competition and ce~«peration between universities and governments

The Conference recognized the existence of a certain element of

competition between universities and governments, particularly as regards

recruitment of staff and qualified specialists and access to scholarships and

training opportunities abroad. The participants felt that priority is too

•ften accorded to the immediate needs of the government, whereas the country's

long-term needs might be better served by paving higher priority to the
« . ■■■--.

needs of the universities. Attention was drawn to the vicious circle that

might arise if the universities were starved of trained people and denied

access to international facilities and wore thus unable to play their proper

part in training the next generation of civil servants. Neglect of university

needs was short-sighted, it was said, even from the government's own point

of view. The represetnatives of several universities stated that most, if

not all, of their graduates went into government service. Too often, negHect

of the universities' needs was due to ignorance rather than deliberate policy;

the universities themselves were often unaware of facilities or recruitment

possibilities, either directly or through.their national governments. It

was suggested that ECA publish a monthly or quarterly news-letter to keep

universities in touch with events and opportunities.

Co-operation between government and universities might be strengthened.

Civil servants and administrators could help in teaching and research.
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Government offices could afford training and research facilities for graduates.

Intensified personal contacts between civil servants and university staff would

benefit both. It would also be worth while to set up national scientific or

research councils to co-ordinate" the activities arid projects of universities,,

research centres and research organizations attached to government departments.

A special point was made of the possibility of a greater contribution

from UN technical assistance exports on the spot to the universities' teaching

and research work. Quite a number of these experts would, it was stated, bo

persons with teaching experience and ability staying in the country f«r a

year or more who *could be vejy valuable to the university faculties in part-time

instruction, Y/hich might also redound to the advantage of the experts themselves

by facilitating their contacts with young people and increasing their?

understanding of the particular country's problems. Universities ore often not

even aware of the presence of such experts in theft1 ^country, and even when

aware are ignorant of their teaching skill and possible vacation. Often, teo,

there is a lack of liaison in this ifiatter between government and the

universities • The international organisations wore asked to give- consideration

tif this problem, though it was of course recognized that the experts' primary

job should .not suffer and must come first. ■ •

V/hile the universities, through either their normal work or special

in-service training courses, will be primary centres of instruction^»r civil

servants, they must accord some priority to the- different type of training

r&iuircd for staffing themselves. :

The fact that the government cm win trained personnel away from the

universities by offering greater security and fringe benefits (including

social security, pension rights etc.) raises the whole question of-the status

and economic position of university staff.

(6) Arrangement of conferences and short training courses

In so far as the-object of conferences or training courses is to make

the existing staff more, efficient and keep them abreast of new developments

and trends in their own subjects, reference has already been made t« refresher

course and the proposal.to hold short vacation courses for final-year students

and graduates, both at selected African universities and also at £CA

headquarters•
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One of the functions of the new continuing inter-university liaison

body should bo to call conferences on its own initiative. It was pointed

out that far African, as distinct from expatriate, staff members of

universities there are no opportunities for regular study and travel abroad -

which makes such conferences and refresher courses all the more necessary.

It was recommended that more frequent refresher courses and conferences

should ^° held under the technical assistance programmes of international

organizations, and that aid in their planning might be sought from the

foundations.

The view was expressed that a second similar conference of heads of

universities would be useful, particularly since owing to the unforeseen

circumstances attendance at the first Conference was smaller than had boon

hoped for. However, it was thought that the UNESCO conference on higher

education in tropical Africa planned for 1962* might serve the same

purposes as a second conference and that, in any case, the first move

towards a further conference could be left to the continuing inter-university

liaison organ.

Tho hope was expressed that a conference of economists and statisticians

would be held every two years in rotation at African universities which

eminent non-African experts would attend and at which research papers on

African problems mainly prepared by African economists and statisticians

might be presented.

(7) Teacher training

The Conference decided that an important subject like teacher training

could not bo thoroughly covered in the short time available. It was generally

agreed that the training of teachers for secondary schools, and particularly

for the higher forms in secondary schools, was vital for the future of and

maintenance of standards at the universities as well as directly for the

economic development of African countries. The Conference took note with

approval of the decision of the United Nations Special Jund to help in

appropriate casoc with teacher training in Africa.

As ministries of education are primarily responsible for the training

of teachers, and as a safeguard against duplication of effort, appropriate

and effective liaison and co-ordination between universities and ministries

(3) Soo iinnex II.
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of education were stated to be essential.

(8) "Syllabuses and educational equipment

The Conference agreed that the social science syllatous must toe more

closely adapted to African conditions than in the past, particularly as

regard:-, applied branches of social science. Moreover, in view of the

over-ridirg importance of economic development to African oountries, it was

felt that African economists should know something atoout technical subjects

co ?..t +? understand the language of the technicians and to give more

effective advice on development projects. Some discussion took place as

to when and how technical subjects should be taught to economists. It was

emphasized that for the same reason that higher education in technical

subjects, such as engineering etc., should also include an economics course.

In this connexion, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in the United

State.? and theT ■? s. ^y/KcVuigue in Paris were considered to be-suitable

irodels fcr study toy African countries. Hitherto technical experts have

had to ksIzq 'vitaJ decisions concerning economic development without having

received any training in economics. Such training should, it was thought, be

given ::i the later years of engineering etc. studies-

: In addition to a knowledge of technical subjects, it was also

considered very important for economic students to learn more about the

histo?:y ond. culture of their own countries and also to be able to understand

human responses, which, it was pointed out, are ultimately the key to

devclop-Tier_t,

This necessary additional training for economists working in Africa

raises in an acute f<-rm the problem of overloaded syllabuses and involves

le■■ ■ ihorxLng oho tine taken to train economists and graduates in other •

social disciplines," which is in conflict with ?the crying need for more

qiia.lifj.od personnel numbers and more' r.^.pid training to produce them. One

■solution rr-oposed was that the necessary technical knowledge might be

acquired "by" eocnomic3 students- in their field work or vacation courses.

It wes agreed that the v;hole question of the syllabus and of common

standards under c, comraoK minimum syllabus merited further discussion,

either thrcv.gh the proposed inter-univcrsity liaison organ or at a

special conference" of teachers of economics convened by ECA and UNESCO*
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It was pointed out in its training centres on the formulation and

appraisal of development projects the United Nations "brings together

economists and technicians concerned with development projects and teaches

them "by practical examples the importance of co-operating and of understanding

each other's problems. The Conference thought consideration might be given

t« the organization of such a training centre in tropical Africa, Similarly,

plans for training centres in development planning at ECA headquarters in

Addis Ababa, designed to bring home the importance of technical information

to economists^ were al.so noted with interest by the Conference.

The Conference considered that text-books on economics and other social

sciences specially written for African students, with illustrations and

material drawn from Africa and related to African problems, were urgently

needed. TJ1GSCO will examine the possibility of making a study of higher

education in certain branches of social science in Sfrica, and also the

preparation of hand-books specially adapted to African, conditions and.

illustrated with African examples. It was pointed out that pendii^j the

preparation of such text-books, the studies and reports of ECA, as well

as the economic surveys of various African countries made by missions from the

International Bank,' would provide, useful teaching material. It was regretted

that such material was not more readily available to African universities,, and

suggestions were made to improve the present situation. In this matter

also the intor-univcrsity liaison organ of African teachers of economics .

could be useful in drawing the attention of university departments and

teachers of economics to the existence of useful teaching material, .

(9) Regional specialization among African universities

The Conference was generally agreed that the principle of some degree.

of specialization must be accepted, particularly at the post-graduate

level. It is understandable that at the under-graduate level a university's

main aim should be to take full advantage of its intor-disciplinary character;

even so, however, specialization might be feasible at that level, in. specific

subjects like statistics, pharmacy, forest studies etc. Small countries and

countries without universities were mentioned as creating a situation

calling for regional specialization.
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It was the viow*if the Conference that specialisation must "be built as

far as possible upon existing institutions. Those universities or

institutions which have to send their students to other universities as a

result of regional specialization should normally be eligible for scholarships

to compensate any concomitant disadvantages. Furthermore, the regional

specialization should as far as possible tako place inside Africa, because

of the long-term need to build up in Africa a full system of specialized

post-graduate schools.

The principles enunciated above should not exclude the creation in

exceptional cases of nevr specialized institutions, or the provision of

graduate training for Africnn students outside Africa.

The Conference took note of such regional training facilities as the

ECA centres for statisticians r\nd also of the fact that international

organizations like the UN Special Fund might be very willing'to assist in

providing such facilities where African countries are prepared to

co-operate with each other.

It was agreed" that" the whole question of regional specialization

should be the subject of further study by the- proposed inter-university

liaison organ of-principals and heads of departments of African universities.

(lO) ■ Librr-Ties, text-books and' equipment

The improvements of libraries was considered to be of great importance

both for the promotion of research and as an aid to study and instruction.

Examples were ^dvonof serious obstacles to re-search on African problems

by African research workers nrising from difficulties -\nd delays in

obtaining needed books- and particularly magazine articlesv It was pointed

out that libraries in Africa are faced with special problems, the study of

which was' neglected in the past. Among these are problems due to tropical

conditions, such r,s the protection of books from humidity and moths, the

need for air-conditioning in libraries, the effects of climate on different

types of book-keeping, the different life-time of books, the most efficient

construction "nd lay-out of libraries suitable for".Africnn universities

etc. It was atryted that international organizations might give attention

to these problems and help African universities with them.
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The acute shortage of trained librarians and library assistants was

particularly stressed, together with the need fnr one or more regional training

centres for librarians. It was suggested that EGA might have one affiliated

to it to train librarians for African institutions, and that existing national

institutions might provide regional facilities for neighbouring countries.

In ivew of difficulties in obtaining books and magazine articles rapidly

enough, the desirability was emphasized of creating micro-film and photostat

units and of setting up central documentation centres based on micro-film

and photostat methods. Great importance was attached to ECA as a future

documentation centre for Africa in the economic and social fields. Great

importance was attached to the need for African institutions to be kept

up to date by news-letters and current lists of additions to the ECA

library. An exchange of micro-film library catalogues among African

universities and between them and ECA was also suggested.

It was pointed out that university libraries and documentation centres

do not receive as much financial and technical assistance as they deserve

in view of their importance in improving research and teaching in Africa,

This is one more example of lack of liaison between governments and

universities. It was felt that the foundations, especially in the United

States and particularly smaller foundations might be willing to assist

African university libraries but that African universities are insufficiently

informed of the nature of and methods of obtaining such assistance. This

again was a matter in which the international organizations as well as the

new iriter-university liaison organ might help.

There is also, it was stated, an urgent need for text-books on economics

and other social sciences specially written for African students and

illustrated with examples drawn from Africa and related to African problems.

UHESCO will consider the preparation of hand-books adapted to African

conditions and illustrated with African examples. It was pointed *ut that,

pending the preparation of such text-books, ECA studies and reports and the

economic surveys of various African countries made by International Bank missions,

would provide useful teaching material. The hope was expressed that this

documentation should be made mere readily available to African universities in

the future, Here again the inter-university liaison organ of African teachers

of economics could help by drawing the attention of university departments and

teachers of economics to the existence of such material.
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The creation "by UNESCO of a Regional African Textbook Bureau for the

preparation and publication of hand-books and text-books for primary,

secondary and hi^ier education was also suggesxed as a means of alleviating

what was felt, to be a serious situation. Furthermore, EGA or UNESCO mi^vfc

undertake new studies on the teaching of certain branches of the social

sciences, with due regard to Africa's special characteristics and needs. The

results of these studies might perhaps be published as part of the UMESCO

series on "the teaching of social sciences",

(ll) Lanugage barriers

It was pointed out that language barriers, particularly between

French-speaking and English-speaking African countries, are an obstalce t$

international co-operation and to communication between African universities,
■^ ■■.■■■■ ■ . ■■ ■ .

Efforts should therefore be made to reduce them gradually by promoting .,the.:

teaching of French in English-speaking countries and vice versa* exchanges

of students between different language areas of Africa, and the issue of

bilingual text-books and an English-French or possibly Snglish-Frenph-Arabic

economic dictionary. . . . .

Attention was also drawn to the special difficulties arising from the

fact that African students often have to learn the language of instruction

itself and require additional language.instruction in their first year.

Hence there is much need to strengthen, language teaching at secondary

schools and to develop simplified and rapid methods of learning languages.

The required languages must be taught as tools of communication, not as

"subjects". UHESCO migjit also study the problem of rapid language teaching

and the use of audio-visual aids adapted to the special nee<is of Africa,

In the concluding discussion., the Conference recognized that many of the

suggestions made and subjects discussed needed further and more detailed study

by the international organizations and by the proposed new inter-universi-ty ;

liaison organ, as^well as by individual universities. The basic problem .,,,

appeared to be the scarcity of trained,teachers and the related .insufficiency

of research, which is due, not only to that scarcity, but also to the absence

of facilities and sometimes to failure to.recognize the importance o£

research on African economic and social problems and conditions.. It is, for

example, regrettable that African graduates preparing Eh.D. theses .abroad, are
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not encouraged more frequently to select subjects drawn from African

experience and to do their research in Africa. However, the Conference aaw

only limited value in listing problems and difficulties or making isolated

suggestions concerning more teachers, more'research facilities, institutional

improvements etc., but"considered it would be more useful to develop a

concrete joint research programme for the "African universities and £• assess

the facilities and the additional research and teaching staff (both ..numbers

and type) needed to carry out such a programme. That type of apprtach was

felt more likely to attract the required assistance to the universities.
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Summary of-recommendations made by the Conference

1. Present.relations.amd.exchanges of information;"between international

organizations, national governments and.African universities and university-

institutions are insufficient and need strengthening. - ' ■ ■ «-.■.

2. More permanent inter-university machinery .should be established, to" "■
%* ■ ■ ■ ' ■ ■

enable fuller consideration to be given to-suggestions, made at the Conference

and to other matters conducive, to a!*maximum contribution by African •

universities toward the economic development of the continent.

3- Clearing-house machinery should be established to assist African

universities to recruit qualified staff from abroad and to widen the area

of recruitment.

4. EGA might consider the establishment of a pool of economists attached

to ECA who would be lent to African universities to assist with teaching and

release university teachers f-?r research.

5- Long-vacation courses for more advanced students might be held either

at ECA headquarters or with ECA assistance at selected African universities.

6. Refresher courses for graduates or young university teachers might

be arranged under joint ECA/UBESCO auspices in which the first stage w»uH

"be training in.applied economics and the second transfer to ECA for

practical work,

7. Surveys and projections of requirements in skilled and trained personnel

should be arranged in all African countries, with assistance irom international

organizations where appropriate, as a basis for educational planning and

university extension.

8. Places at internationally supported training institutions should

normally be open to future university teachers as well as to government

officials•

9. ECA or UNESCO should assist in studies of the most suitable location

for concentrated regional post-graduate training institutions or graduate

schools attached to universities intended to serve several universities.

10. Studies of comparative admission standards and equivalence of degrees

in African universities should be promoted.
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11. 'Better information1 should be supplied to universities abroad oil standards

ofoAfrican: universities and vice versa.

12. . Common requirements for a basic curriculum in various "branches of

social science for African universities should "be elaborated.

13«" African universities should make the greatest possible contribution

to sub-professional and accelerated training.

14. Better use should be made of resident technical assistance experts

as reinforcements for regular university staff.

15• More conferences and refresher courses should be arranged inside Africa

to enable African university teachers to exchange experience and remain

abreast of developments in their subject,

16. African students of economics should, during their studies, gain

some understanding of technical and scientific matters, and also of the

history and culture of their own countries.

17. Consideration should be given to the creation of a training centre

on the formulation and appraisal of development projects which would bring

economists and technicians together.

18. Regional specialization among African universities should as far as

possible be built on existing institutions and function mainly at the post

graduate level. Universities lacking a specialised regional school be

enabled by scholarships to take advantage of the regional arrangements.

19. More-study should be given to the special requirements of African

libraries.

20. Regional training centres for librarians should be established,

possibly including one at the headquarters of ECA.

21. Documentation centres - in the case of economics and related subjects,

possibly at ECA - should be established, including micro-film libraries.

22. More text-b~^ks and teaching material based on Africai conditions

should be nublished.
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23,.. Language training in English of French-speaking students, and vice versa,

should "be intensified, including exchange of students;, the publication of.

■bilingual text-'books and development of methods. of . accelerated language

training. . . .....

24# .A concrete research programme "by African universities in economics

and related fields should "be prepared with an assessment of the necessary

facilities in respect of which assistance would "be required to carry out

the programme. . . ■
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LIST CF

University of KhartoumVKhartoum, Sudan

Sayed Nasr El Hag All, Vice-Chanoell«ev:;M.A. (Beirut),

Dr. Nezir, Deputy Vice-Chancellor.

Professor T.F. Wise, Dean, Faculty of Economics and Social Studies.

M.A. (Cantab).

Professor Vf,J. Timmer, Head, Department of Rural Economy.

Dr.Ir. (Wageningen and Batavia)'.'

=■■ Dr. Omer Mohamed Osman, Senior Lecturer, Department of Economics

and Commerce. B.Comm. (Alex),M.A. (Leeds), Ph.D. (London).

LSr. Sayed Ahmed, Lecturer, Department of Economics and" Comraeroe.

M.A., LL.B. (Aligarh), M.Sc. (Econ)(London) #

Dr. Adly ?ahmy. Abdel Mageed, Lecturer, Department of Economics

and Commerce. M.A., Ph.D. (Econ) (Wisconsin).

Mr. Fareed Ahmed .Atabani, Lecturer, 'Department of Economics and

Commerce. B.A., B.Sc. (Hcon) (London).

Mr, llohamed Oner Beshir, Academic Secretary, Sept.'Arts (Khartoum)
-B.Sc. (Econ) (Belfast). . . .

University College of Rhodesia and flyasaland; Salisbury, Southern Rhodesia

Dr* Walter' Adams, Principal, C.M.G., O.B.E., B.A., LL.D,.

University of Dakar, Dakar, Senegal

Professor Dufour

University College, Tbadant Nigeria

Mr. H.M. A"be"bola Onitiri. B.Sc.v (r^con) (London), M.A. (Yale).

University of Liberia, Monrovia, Liberia

Dr. Rochefofte L. V/eeks, President, K.C.O.S.A., B.A. (Liberia),
LL.B. (Howard), LL.D. (Cornell), D.Ed.

University College of Ghana, Accra, Ghana

Dr. F.CVD.O'B. Torte.

Pourah Bay College, Freetown, Sierra Leone

Dr. E. Downing.
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Tfaited Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UKESCO)

Professor A. Bertrand, Acting Director, Department of Social Science-

Mr. W. Welling, senior meniber in charge of hi^ie*r education programme,

Department of Education.

OBSERVERS

University of Khartoum, Lecturers in Economics

Dr. F. Bowles, Director of the international study of university admissions

SECRETARIAT

1, Mr, Mekki Abbas, Executive Secretary, ECA.

2. Mr. H.\?. Singer, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, United Nations

5. Mr. E.W. Mathu, Special Assistant to the Executive Secretary, ECA,

4. Mr. Pierre Henquet, ECA/UHESCO, Social Sciences Officer.

5. -Mr. G. Bjune, Administrative Officer, ECA. 0

6. Mss B. Rofcson, Secretary to the Executive Secretary, ECA.
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2* Organization and preparation of the Conference

The Conference is to last for a;period of ten days, and, its work will

Reorganized along the lines of a detailed agenda established in consultation
with interested Member States in the region. Preliminary, studies will be

prepared on the aain aspects of the questions to be discussed and a small

number of resource persons will be invited from outside the region.

Furthermore, the assessment of educational needs and thereview of plans

for the development of education which are.tr be oarriedL out in 1961 in

connexion with the Conference of ^rtc^i^estp^^i^sii;^'^
cover higher education.

- It is: also hoW to haVe a Conference Directs, who will preside over
the work of. the Conference, selected at an early date so 'as to be fully '
associated with the preparations of the meeting.

Provision will be made in the programme of the Conference for the
setting up of working parties, on specifio. matters to be dealt with

The working languages of the Conference will be English and Preach.
% Participation

Member States and Associate Member States in Africa will be invited
to be represented at the Conference by either participants «r observers
in the following manner:

Participants

(a) From countries in which institutions of higher education exist, the
heads of such institutions and possibly the senior officer of

Government responsible for Higher Education, nominated -by the
respective Government, will be invited as participants.

00 From countries not actually having any institutions of higher education,
but where plans exist for the creation of such institutions, the
senior officer of Government directly connected with those plans

will be invited as a participant on the nomination of the Government
concerned.
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Observers

(c) from each other country in the region, if so desired by the

Government in question, an observer will be invited,

(d) Observers will also be invited from the United Nations and its.

specialized agencies, and from appropriate regional organizations,

private foundations and international non-governmental organizations,

and also from countries or institutions (e.g. universities) having

programmes of aid to or ..special relationships with African

Universities, ..

4* Time and -place of the Conference ■:,..■

In order to allow for effective preparation for the meeting, it is

^proposed to hold the Conference in the summer of 1962, in one of the Ifember

States in the region and atran institution of higher education.




